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Abstract

In this paper we present how refactoring of object-oriented programs can be accomplished by
using formal refinement. Our approach is based on the use of refactoring rules designed for a
sequential object-oriented language of refinement (rool) similar to Java. We define a strategy
that aims at structuring programs according to a layered architecture that involves the application
of refactoring rules, object-oriented programming laws, and data and algorithm refinement. As the
laws are proved in a weakest precondition semantics of rool, correctness of refactoring is ensured
by construction.
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1 Introduction

Object-oriented programming has been acclaimed as a means to obtain soft-
ware that is easier to modify than conventional software [20]. However, chang-
ing an object-oriented program often requires structural changes such as mov-
ing attributes and methods between classes, and partitioning one complex class
into several ones. Such modifications should change just the internal software
structure, without affecting the software behaviour as perceived by users. This
activity is called refactoring [16]. Work on refactoring usually describes the
steps used for program modification in a rather informal way [16,23,25].

In our approach, formal refactoring is achieved by the application of pro-
gramming laws that deal with commands as well as with object-oriented fea-
tures like methods and classes [3,4]. These laws were proposed for rool [8,7],
an acronym for Refinement Object-Oriented Language, which is a subset of
sequential Java with classes, inheritance, visibility control for attributes, dy-
namic binding, and recursion.

Programming laws are the basis for the derivation of refactoring rules,
along with laws that lead to data refinement of classes [12]. These laws pre-
cisely indicate the modifications that can be done to a program, with corre-
sponding proof obligations. Using laws, program development is justified and
documented. Program transformations accomplished by the use of refactoring
rules and programming laws preserve program behaviour [12]. Our language
has a weakest precondition semantics, which supports the formal justifica-
tion of the laws we use and, consequently, of our strategy. The proof that
of soundness of all laws proposed for rool [3,12,4] with respect to a weakest
precondition semantics [8,7] is presented in [12].

A system structured according to an architecture composed of independent
layers of software that deal, in an orthogonal way, with database access, GUI,
distribution and functional requirements, has classes with purposes clearly
separated [6]. Well-structured programs are essential to improve reuse and
extensibility. Using a layered architecture, we can, for instance, integrate
Object-Oriented Programming Languages and Relational Databases without
compromising software quality factors like reusability and extensibility [26].

In this paper we show how refactoring of object-oriented programs can be
accomplished by using refactoring rules [12] and programming laws [3,4]. We
present a refactoring strategy, exemplifying its application with the use of tem-
plate classes. Using this strategy, we refactor a program that is representative
of a number of real applications.

Our case study was first reported, and informally developed, in [26] and
concerns the integration of object-oriented programming languages with re-
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lational databases. We transform the original program, which initially does
separate architectural concerns, into one whose architecture achieves software
quality factors such as reusability and extensibility. The formal development
of this case study has served to identify new refactoring rules for rool and to
improve our refactoring strategy. It was initially presented in [12].

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of
rool with some basic laws of commands and classes. In Section 3, we present
two refactoring rules we use in the derivation we present here. After that, in
Section 4, we present a strategy for program refactoring in rool that aims at
structuring programs according to a layered architecture, along with a sketch
of our case study. In Section 5, we discuss some related work. Finally, in
Section 6, we summarise the results achieved and point some directions for
future research.

2 rool and Laws

rool [8,7] is an object-oriented language based on sequential Java. It allows
reasoning about object-oriented programs and specifications, as both kinds
of constructs are mixed in the style of Morgan’s refinement calculus [21,22].
The semantics of rool, as usual for refinement calculi, is based on weakest
preconditions. The imperative constructs of rool are based on the language
of Morgan’s refinement calculus [21], which is an extension of Dijkstra’s lan-
guage of guarded commands [13]. In a refinement calculus, specifications are
regarded as commands. In fact, we use the term command to refer to com-
mands, in its usual sense, and programming constructs in which specifications
and commands are mixed.

A program cds • c in rool is a sequence of classes cds followed by a main
command c. Classes are declared as in the following example, where we define
a class Account .

class Account extends object
pri balance : int
. . .

meth getBalance =̂ (res r : int • r := self .balance)
meth setBalance =̂ (val s : int • self .balance := s)
new =̂ self .balance := 0

end

Classes are related by single inheritance, which is indicated by the clause
extends. The class object is the superclass of all classes. So, the extends
clause could have been omitted in declaration of Account . The class Account
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includes a private attribute named balance; this is indicated by the use of
the pri qualifier. Attributes can also be protected (prot) or public (pub).
rool allows only redefinition of methods which are public and can be recur-
sive; they are defined using procedure abstraction in the form of Back’s pa-
rameterized commands [1,10]. A parameterised command can have the form
val x : T • c or res x : T • c, which correspond to the call-by-value and
call-by-result parameter passing mechanisms, respectively. For instance, the
method getBalance has a result parameter r , whereas setBalance has a value
parameter s . Initialisers are declared by the new clause.

Commands in rool are similar to those of Morgan’s refinement calcu-
lus [21]. In particular, in a specification statement x : [ψ1, ψ2], we call x the
frame, and the predicates ψ1 and ψ2 are the precondition and the postcondi-
tion, respectively. When executed in a state that satisfies ψ1, this program
terminates in a state that satisfies ψ2 modifying only the variables in x . In
an initial state that does not satisfy ψ1, the command x : [ψ1, ψ2] aborts: all
possible behaviours and nontermination are to be expected.

A set of algebraic laws for rool has already been defined in [3,4]. Laws
for commands deal with the small grain constructs, whereas laws for classes
consider the medium grain constructs. Many laws of commands are similar to
the laws of imperative programming presented, for example, in [18], but rool

has laws that support object-oriented features such as method calls, classes,
and type cast and test. These laws were proved to be sound [12] with respect
to a weakest precondition semantics of rool

The laws of rool, mainly those related to object-oriented features, address
context issues. We use cds1 =cds,c cds2, where cds is a context of class declara-
tions for cds1 and cds2, and c is the main command to denote the equivalence
of sets of class declarations cds1 and cds2. This is notation is just an abbrevia-
tion for the program equivalence cds1cds • c = cds2cds • c, which is formalised
in [8,7]. Below we present some examples of laws. We write ‘(→)’ when some
conditions must be satisfied for the application of the law from left to right.
We also use ‘(←)’ to indicate the conditions that are necessary for applying a
law from right to left. We use ‘(↔)’ to indicate conditions necessary in both
directions. Conditions are described in the provided clause of laws.

Using Law 2.1 〈method elimination〉, we can remove a method from a class
if it is not called by any class in cds , in the main command c, nor inside
class C . For applying this law from right to left, the method m cannot be
already declared in C nor in any of its superclasses or subclasses, so that we
can introduce a new method in a class. The notation B .m refers to calls to
a method m via expressions whose static type is exactly B . The subclass
relation is denoted by ≤. We write B ≤ A to denote that a class B is a
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subclass of a class A.

Law 2.1 〈method elimination〉

class C extends D

ads

meth m =̂ pc end; ops

end

=cds,c

class C extends D

ads

ops

end

provided
(→) B .m does not appear in cds , c nor in ops , for any B such that B ≤ C .
(←) m is not declared in ops nor in any superclass or subclass of C in cds .

�

Law 2.2 〈class elimination〉 when applied from left to right, allows the
elimination of a class that is not referred to in the whole program. The
application in the reverse direction introduces a new class in the program.

Law 2.2 〈class elimination〉

cds cd1 • c = cds • c

provided
(→) The class declared in cd1 is not referred to in cds or c;
(←) (1) The name of the class declared in cd1 is distinct from those of all

classes declared in cds ; (2) the superclass appearing in cd1 is either object
or declared in cds ; (3) and the attribute and method names declared by
cd1 are not declared by its superclasses in cds , except in the case of method
redefinitions.

�

To apply this law from left to right, the name of the class declared in cd1

must not be referred to in the whole program. In order to apply this law from
right to left, the name of the class declared in cd1 must be distinct from the
name of all existing classes; the superclass that appears in the declaration cd1

is object or is declared in cds . Finally, only method redefinition is allowed
for the class declared in cd1.

Law 2.3 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉 allows us to change private
attributes in a class, relating them with new attributes. The application of
this law changes the bodies of the methods declared in the class. The changes
follow the traditional laws for data refinement [21]. By convention, the at-
tributes denoted by x are abstract, whereas those denoted by y are concrete.
The coupling invariant CI relates abstract and concrete attributes. The no-
tation CI (mts) indicates the application of CI to each of the methods in mts :
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applying CI changes the methods according to the laws of data refinement [21],
that is, guards are augmented in order to assume the coupling invariant and
every command is extended by modifications to the concrete variables so that
they maintain the coupling invariant. We write pri a : T ; ads to denote the
attribute declaration pri a : T and all declarations in ads , whereas mts stands
for declarations of methods and initialisers.

Law 2.3 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉

class A extends C

pri x : T ; ads

mts

end

cds • c

�CI

class A extends C

pri y : T ′; ads

CI (mts)

end

cds • c

�

The symbol � indicates that this law involves a simulation between at-
tributes that are related by the coupling invariant CI . Simulation for data
refinement of classes and its proof of soundness was presented in [9].

There also laws to deal with moving attributes and methods to super-
classes, changing types of attributes and parameters, for instance, and other
features. They can be found in [3,4].

Presently, rool has a copy semantics rather than a reference semantics. Of
course, pointers are ubiquitous in practice. We decided, however, to concen-
trate initially on other aspects of object-orientation and Java like inheritance,
dynamic binding, visibility, and type tests and casts. In general, the results
we obtain are also valid in the presence of pointers, but they would need to
be revised in the presence of sharing.

3 Refactoring Rules

In [12] we present a comprehensive set of refactoring rules which capture and
formalises most of the refactorings informally introduced in [16]. Here we
present two of the rules used in the derivation of the layered architectural
pattern.

Refactoring rules are described by means of two boxes written side by side,
along with where and provided clauses. We use the where clause, when
necessary, to write abbreviations. The provisos for applying a refactoring rule
are listed in the provided clause of the rules. The left-hand side of the rule
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Rule 3.1 〈Delegation Elimination〉

class A extends C

pri b : B ; adsa

meth m =̂

(pds • self .b.n(α(pds)))

mtsa

new =̂ self .b := new.B

end

class B extends D

pri x : T ; adsb

meth n =̂ (pds • c)

mtsb

end

=cds,c

class A extends C

pri x : T ; adsa

meth m =̂ (pds • c)

mtsa

end

class B extends D

pri x : T ; adsb

meth n =̂ (pds • c)

mtsb

end

provided
(↔) (1) super does not appear in n; (2) b �= null ∧ b �= error is an

invariant of A; (3) self .y does not appear in n, for any attribute y in
adsb ;

(→) (1) self .a does not appear in n, for any public or protected attribute
a that is declared by D or by any of its superclasses; (2) self .p does not
appear in n, for any method p declared in mtsb or in any superclasses
of B ; (3) self .b does not appear in mtsa ;(4) x is not declared in adsa
nor in any superclass or subclass of A;

(←) (1) b is not declared in adsa nor in any superclass or subclass of A;
(2) self .x does not appear in mtsa ;

presents the class or classes before the rule application; the right-hand side
presents the classes after the rule application: the transformed classes. We
must note, however, that many of the refactoring rules are equalities and can
be applied in both directions.
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3.1 Delegation Elimination

Rule 〈Delegation Elimination〉 (Rule 3.1) allows the elimination of delegation
between two classes, when applied from left to right. The application from
right to left allows the introduction of delegation between classes.

On the left-hand side of this rule, any call to the method m of class A

is forwarded to the class B . The class A declares the attribute b of type B

and initialises it with an object of B . The class B declares the attribute x of
type T and attributes adsb. In the method n of B there might be occurrences
of the expression self .x . On the right-hand side, the class A does not declare
an attribute of type B , but the attribute x that is also declared in B . The
method m of A is defined by the same parameterised command that defines
the method n of B .

Proof

We can prove the soundness of this refactoring rule in the following way.
From left to right, using Law 〈change visibility: from private to public〉 [12],
from left to right, we change the visibility of the attribute x of class B to
public. We eliminate any calls to the method n of class B that appear inside
method m of class A. Then, we proceed with data refinement of class A.
We use law Law 2.3 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉 and other laws for
data refinement. Finally, we remove the attribute b of class A by using law
〈attribute elimination〉 [12], from left to right. The proof from right to left is
similar.

3.2 Interface Clientship

Rule 〈Interface Clientship〉 (Rule 3.2) introduces clientship between a class B

and a class D , which models an interface by leaving the body of method
m defined by using abort. The class D is adequately extended (representing
interface implementation) in order to introduce a concept initially described in
class B . By applying this rule, we can later provide different implementations
of this concept.

On the left-hand side of this rule, class B declares an attribute x , and
a method m (among other methods in mtsb). On the right-hand side, we
introduce class D whose method m is defined by a parameterised command
with body abort, modelling the effect of a Java interface. A Java interface
contains a set of signatures of abstract methods; by defining the method bodies
to be abort, we give them the most abstract definition.

On the right-hand side of this rule, class E extends D , declares an at-
tribute x and redefines m. Class B is a client of D , and initialises its at-
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Rule 3.2 〈Interface Clientship〉

class B extends A

pri x : T ; adsb

meth m =̂ (pdsm • cm [c ′

m ])

mtsb

end

=cds,c

class B extends A

pri d : D ; adsb

meth m =̂

(pdsm • cm [self .d .m])

new =̂ self .d := new E ()

mtsb

end

class D

meth m =̂ (pdsm • abort)

end

class E extends D

pri x : T ;

meth m =̂ (pdsm • c ′

m)

end

provided
(→) (1) D and E are not declared in cds ; (2) self .x does not appear

in mtsb ;
(←) (1) Classes D and E are not referred to in cds or c.

tribute d with an object of class E , avoiding in this way program abortion.
Command cm is defined in terms of the call self .d .m.

For the application of rule 〈Interface Clientship〉, from left to right, we
require that classes D and E are not declared in cds . Also, attribute x should
not be accessed in methods of B other than m. In order to apply this rule
from right to left, there must be no references to classes D and E , except in
class B .

Proof

We can prove the soundness of this refactoring rule in the following way.
We introduce classes D and E using Law 2.2 〈class elimination〉 from right to
left. However, attribute x of class E must be public, initially. The next step is
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Interface

Data

Business

Communication

Fig. 1. The four-layer architecture

the data refinement of class B . Instead of using the attribute x of class B , we
use x of class E , by applying Law 2.3 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉.
For this reason, we introduce class E with a public attribute x . Finally, by
using Law 〈change visibility: from private to public〉 [12], from right to left,
we change the visibility of x to private. Accesses to x are now realised by
calling method m of E . �

4 A Layered Architecture

Programs structured in accordance with a layered architecture support en-
hancements and reuse [24]. Therefore, refactoring of object-oriented programs
should be conducted, whenever necessary, to obtain a final program with a
layered architecture [2]. Here, we aim at a layered architecture originally
designed for the integration of object-oriented programming languages with
relational databases [26].

The main purpose of the architecture is to avoid, as much as possible, data
storage and retrieval to be mixed with code that implements the functional
requirements of a system. To achieve this purpose, classes are separated into
two groups: classes that describe the objects required by the modelling of the
systems’ (functional) requirements; and classes for data storage and manipu-
lation. The connection between classes of these groups is defined by interfaces.
Classes of the first group are independent of the effective implementation of
the data storage and manipulation operations, because these classes do not
rely on knowledge of the data structure used for storage, but only on the
methods defined by an interface. Classes of the first group contain what we
call business code, which implements the functional requirements of a system.
Classes of the second group, however, know how the persistence operations
are implemented and depend on the data structure used for storage. They
contain data code for manipulating data structures.

More generally, this architecture is viewed as being composed by four in-
dependent layers (Figure 1). Classes that model the functional requirements
constitute the business layer, and classes for data storage and manipulation
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constitute the data layer. The classes that contain code for communication
among subsystems compose the communication layer ; and classes that imple-
ment the user interface compose the interface layer. Here we concentrate on
structuring the application into the business and data layers.

The classes of the business layer are divided into three groups: basic

classes, representing basic entities; collection classes, representing groups of
basic objects; and control classes, which define the control flow of functional
requirements. The collection classes include methods for adding, searching,
and removing items of a collection, and for invoking typical operations of
business objects. If the facade pattern [17] is adopted, a single (control) class
synthesises the functionality of the application.

From a poorly structured system we intend, by means of data refinement
and application of refactoring rules, to reach a well-structured system adherent
to the layered architecture described here.

4.1 The Architectural Pattern Derivation

Our refactoring strategy consists of three stages. Each stage involves the in-
troduction of new classes, and data and algorithmic refinement of an already
existing class. Data refinement typically involves the introduction of new at-
tributes to restructure a class in order to improve reuse. From the first stage
(Stage 1) to the last one (Stage 3), the program changes from a poorly struc-
tured one to a well-structured program according to the layered architecture
described previously. In practice, it might not be necessary to follow all the
steps proposed here: the developer should identify in which stage of devel-
opment its program is, and apply refactoring from this stage to the last one.
The main reason for dividing the development in stages is the simplification
of data refinement.

Stage 1

In the first stage, we deal with a class that is monolithic. Data and business
code are mixed. The purpose of this stage is to identify basic entities in such
a monolithic description, and model each entity as a separate class, with its
relevant attributes and methods.

A general form of a monolithic class is given in Figure 2. The attribute
aTable is used to model a database. The type of aTable is given by a partial
injective function ( 
→) from a type T1 to a type T2. The method update is used
to update a record of the table. It takes the record identifier n and its new
value m as arguments; it also has a result parameter rp: a string that reports
whether the update was successful or not. First, the method update checks if
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class Application

pri aTable : T1 �→ T2; . . .

meth update b= (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •

if (n ∈ dom aTable) → self .aTable := self .aTable ⊕ {n �→ m};

rp := “Updated”

[] (n �∈ dom aTable) → rp := “Not Updated”

fi)

. . .

end

Fig. 2. The class Application in the beginning of Stage 1

n belongs to the domain of aTable, which is a business rule. If it does, then
aTable is updated at position n with the expression exp in which there may
be occurrences of the expression m, a data operation. The symbol ‘⊕’ in the
body of method update stands for function overriding. The class Application

also presents methods for inserting new elements in aTable, deleting already
existing elements, and a method for inspecting the value associated with a
given element in the domain of the table. At the end of this stage, we want
to have the concept (class) which characterises the elements stored in aTable

separated. The class Application is transformed as shown in Figure 3.

We introduce the class BasicEntity by using Law 2.2 〈class elimination〉,
from right to left. This class captures the concept introduced by the domain
and range of the attribute aTable. This class provides get and set methods
for the attribute at2, because it is changed along the lifetime of objects of the
class BasicEntity . The value of attribute at1 is usually established at object
creation and not modified along the lifetime of an object of BasicEntity . This
reflects the fact that attribute at1 acts like a key, used to identify which at-
tribute at2 is associated with it, in the class Application. The class BasicEntity

represents basic objects necessary to implement the functional requirements
of the system.

class BasicEntity

pri at1, at2 : T1,T2;
meth setAt2 =̂ (val m : T2 • self .at2 := m)
meth getAt2 =̂ (res m : T2 • m := self .at2)
new =̂ (val n,m : T1,T2 • self .at1 := n; self .at2 := m)

end

The next step is to prepare the class Application for data refinement. This
preparation consists of applications of law 〈simple specification〉 [21,12] to as-
signments to the attribute aTable. The application of this law changes assign-
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class Application

pri data : seq BasicEntity ;

meth update b= (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •

var p, i : BasicEntity , int • self .search(n, p, i);

if (p is BasicEntity) → p.setAt2(m); self .data(i) := p;

rp := “Updated”

[] (p = null) → rp := “Not Updated”

fi

end)

meth search b= (val j : int; res obj , pos : Pair , int • . . . )

. . .

end

Fig. 3. The class Application at the end of Stage 1

ments into corresponding specification statements.

class Application

pri aTable : T1 
→ T2;
meth update =̂ (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •

if (n ∈ dom aTable) →
self .aTable : [self .aTable = self .aTable ⊕ {n 
→ m}];
rp := “Updated”

[] (n �∈ dom aTable) → rp := “Not Updated”
fi)

. . .

end

Afterwards, a new (private) attribute is introduced in the original class
Application. We use Law 2.3 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉 to add an
attribute data whose type is seq BasicEntity (sequence of BasicEntity) to
Application. A coupling invariant relates the new attribute with the old one.
From the point of view of data refinement, the new variables are concrete
variables. The coupling invariant CIStage1

is used to relate the attribute aTable

and data, which is a sequence of objects of class BasicEntity .

CIStage1
=̂ aTable = {i : 0 . . #data − 1 • data(i).at1 
→ data(i).at2} ∧
(∀ i , j : 0 . . #data − 1 • i �= j ⇒ data(i).at1 �= data(j ).at1)

This coupling invariant guarantees that aTable is formed by mappings relating
the values in each object present in data. Moreover, the values for the attribute
at1 of the objects in data must be distinct.
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The application of Law 2.3 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉 to class
Application changes the methods of this class according to the laws of data re-
finement [21]. Specification statements and guards, as expected, must assume
the coupling invariant. The class Application now is as follows.

class Application

pri data : seq BasicEntity ;
pri aTable : T1 
→ T2; . . .

meth update =̂ (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •
if (n ∈ dom aTable ∧ CI ) →

self .aTable : [CI , self .aTable = self .aTable ⊕ {n 
→ m} ∧ CI ];
rp := “Updated”

[] (n �∈ dom aTable ∧ CI ) → rp := “Not Updated”
fi)

. . .

end

Now we refine the class Application in order to remove references to the
abstract variable aTable. First, by applying Law 2.1 〈method elimination〉,
from right to left, we introduce the method search in class Application. The
method search returns an object of type BasicEntity whose attribute at1 has
the same value as n. We proceed with algorithmic refinement of specifica-
tion statements and guards. Such refinement is carried out for all methods
of Application. The method update, after refinement, is as follows.

meth update =̂ (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •
var p, i : BasicEntity , int • self .search(n, p, i);

if (p is BasicEntity) → p.setAt2(m); self .data(i) := p;
rp := “Updated”

[] (p = null) → rp := “Not Updated”
fi

end)

The method update uses two local variables: p and i (see Figure 3). First it
calls the new method search to get, in p, the object identified by n, and in i ,
its index in data. If p is null, then there is no element identified by n, and this
is reported through rp. If p is not null, then a call to a method of BasicEntity

is used to set its value to that of an expression involving the parameter m

of update, the sequence data is updated, and success is reported. In the
development, the variables p and i are introduced along with a specification
statement that is refined to introduce a call to the method search, which it is
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class Application

pri collct : BusinessCollection;

meth update b= (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •

collct .update(n, m, rp)) end

new b= collct := new BusinessCollection()

. . .

end

Fig. 4. The class Application at the end of Stage 2

class BusinessCollection

pri data : seq BasicEntity ;

meth update b= (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •

var p, i : BasicEntity , int • self .search(n, p, i);

if (p is BasicEntity) → p.setAt2(m); self .data(i) := p; rp := “Updated”

[] (p = null) → rp := “Not Updated”

fi

end )

meth search b= (val j : T1; res obj , pos : BasicEntity , T1 • . . . )

. . .

end

Fig. 5. The class BusinessCollection at the end of Stage 2

also called by the other methods of class Application, those used for insertion
and deletion of objects in data.

Calls to methods of BasicEntity have to replace the direct access to the
(abstract) attribute aTable which, after that, can be removed from the class
Application. This is done by refining the methods of Application using laws
similar to those presented by Morgan [21] and used in [12]. By using a law for
attribute elimination, we remove the attribute aTable from Application. This
law is also presented in [12].

Stage 2

In this stage, we have a program in which different concepts are described
in different classes. In the end, our purpose is to have the class Application

as a facade to the system, where the bodies of its methods basically delegate
responsibilities to the business collections through method calls.

We obtain the classes Application (Figure 4) and BusinessCollection (Fig-
ure 5) in two steps. The first step is the introduction of class BusinessCollection.
Then, by using rule 〈Delegation Elimination〉 (Rule 3.1), from right to left, we
make class Application just a delegating class.
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class BusinessCollection

pri rep : RepositoryClass;

meth update b= (val n,m : T1,T2; res rp : string •

var p, i : BasicEntity , int • rep.search(n, p, i);

if (p is BasicEntity) → p.setAt2(m); rep.update(p, i); rp := “Updated”

[] (p = null) → rp := “Not Updated”

fi

end )

new b= self .rep := new RepositoryClassRef ()

. . .

end

Fig. 6. Class BusinessCollection at the end of Stage 3

Stage 3

At this point, the collection class and the persistence mechanism are still
interwoven. This hinders reuse and extensibility, because if the persistence
mechanism is changed, part of the system must be redesigned. The business
code that can be reused, when adapting the persistence mechanism, should
be separated from data code. This is the purpose of this stage.

We proceed with the application of rule 〈Interface Clientship〉 (Rule 3.2),
resulting in a new version of class BusinessCollection (Figure 6) and in the
new classes RepositoryClass , and RepositoryClassRef (Figure 7). Notice that
class BusinessCollection now is client of RepositoryClass and initialises at-
tribute rep with an object of RepositoryClassRef . This attribute is target
of calls to methods of RepositoryClassRef . Class RepositoryClass defines an
interface between the BusinessCollection and the class that deals with the
persistence mechanism. A class like RepositoryClass is similar to a Java inter-
face. Class RepositoryClassRef implements the access to the data structure
originally defined in class BusinessCollection.

The use of an interface provides independence between the collection and
the repository classes. We can change the repository class, for instance, from
a class that uses a list to one that uses a tree, with minimal impact on the
collection class. Only the initialiser of this class needs to change to create an
object of the new implementation of the repository. We now have a program
structured according to the architecture described in Section 4.

The strategy described here can also be used to obtain systems structured
according to a three-layer architecture [6]. The main difference between our
architecture and the three-layer one is the presence of the communication

layer.
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class RepositoryClass

meth update b= (val obj , ind : BasicEntity , T1 • abort)

meth search b= (val j : T1; res obj , pos : BasicEntity , T1 • abort)

. . .

end

class RepositoryClassRef extends RepositoryClass

pri data : seq BasicEntity ;

meth update b= (val obj , ind : BasicEntity , T1 • self .data(ind) := obj )

meth search b= (val j : T1; res obj , pos : BasicEntity , T1 • . . . )

. . .

end

Fig. 7. Classes RepositoryClass and RepositoryClassRef

5 Related Work

The literature related to refactoring of object-oriented programs includes work
such as that of Opdyke [23], which proposes a set of seven properties that must
be satisfied in order to guarantee behaviour preservation. However, there is
no proof in that work that satisfying these properties preserves program se-
mantics. Our approach to refactoring is based on laws. Each law establishes
the restrictions that must be satisfied allowing the law application. The appli-
cation of a law modifies a program leaving its behaviour unchanged, since the
soundness of each law is proved [12] against a weakest precondition semantics
of rool and a refinement relation defined in [8,7].

Fowler [16] suggests that before starting refactoring one should have a solid
suite of tests that must be self-checking. Every change must be followed by
program compilation and test. However, there are no conditions to be satisfied
in order to guarantee behaviour preservation. The use of algebraic laws for
refactoring, as proposed here, eliminates the need of compiling the program
as the result of a law application is correct by construction, both from the
syntactic and from the semantic points of view. The use of a suite of tests is
optional.

Cinnéide and Nixon [11] presented a methodology for the development of
design pattern transformations in a semi-formal approach to demonstrate be-
haviour preservation. They identified minipatterns, certain motifs that occur
repeatedly across pattern catalogues. For each minipattern, a minitransfor-
mation is developed. A minitransformation comprises a set of preconditions,
a sequence of transformation steps, a set of post-conditions, and an argument
demonstrating behaviour preservation. Each minitransformation is defined in
terms of refactorings. Their arguments lack the rigor of a fully-formal ap-
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proach. There is no semantics-based proof that the transformations do not
change a program behaviour, but it should rely on regression tests.

Flores, Reynoso and Moore [15] use the RAISE Specification Language to
formally specify the responsibilities and collaborations of patterns participants
as well as the behavioural properties. They use their model to specify any
object-oriented design, so that they are able to verify that a given subset of
a design corresponds to a given pattern. There is no discussion about the
transformation of a design into another.

Eden [14] presents a declarative language called LePUS for specifying the
structural and behavioural aspects of design patterns. He recognises that
relations in LePUS specifications can be mapped to different programming
constructs of different programming languages, even though he argues that the
set of relations used in the description of design patterns map directly to well-
defined syntactic constructs in statically typed programming languages. He
does not present any systematic approach for such translation. He also argues
that a prototype tool for LePUS can be developed in Prolog, allowing the
manipulation of formulas representing modifications in a program. However,
practical results in this area are not evident yet in his published work. In our
approach, we transform a particular design with the aim of obtaining a new
design according to a design or architectural pattern. The transformation is
accomplished by the use of rules written using metalanguage elements, such as
meta-variables for representing attributes, but using a language very similar
to rool, the language we use to write our programs.

Lano et al. [19] formally justify design patterns by relating two sets of
classes, the “before” and “after” systems. The “after” system consists of a
collection of classes organised according to a pattern. The proof that the
“after” system is an extension of the “before” one is given via a suitable
interpretation that is proved for selected axioms. Differently, we adopt a
transformational approach that is constructively based on rules, and not on
the verification that a system extends the original system.

6 Conclusions

This paper has illustrated how refactoring of object-oriented programs can be
accomplished in a formal way by using a rule-based approach. This is based
on the application of refactoring rules [12]. The proposed strategy to obtain a
system with a layered architecture also involves classical data refinement [21]
and algorithmic refinement.

The soundness of the transformation of a program, so that it adheres to an
architectural pattern or a design pattern, relies on the use of refactoring rules,
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and, eventually, on the use of programming laws and data refinement. The
derivation of refactoring rules is based on the use of programming laws that
deal with imperative commands and object-oriented features whose proof of
soundness against the formal semantics of rool [8,7] is presented [12].

Notwithstanding the fact that we work with a language with a copy seman-
tics, our experience until now reveals that this is not a hindrance to refactoring.
A distinguishing feature of our research is the formal justification of design
practices using a simple, uniform, and modular reasoning mechanism: a set
of basic algebraic laws of rool.

Our general aim is formalising object-oriented design practices. We are
currently working on well-established design patterns [17]. This is important
for the practice of formal refactoring of object-oriented programs and also for
formally justifying the validity of the design changes that aim at structuring
a system according to a design pattern. In [12], we have already proposed
transformations to restructure a system into one in accordance with the Fa-
cade Pattern [17], by using refactoring rules. Both the Facade Pattern and
the architectural pattern presented here are obtained by the application of
refactoring rules.

As a future work, we plan to build a tool to mechanise the transformations
of rule applications. We intend to mechanise the application of program-
ming laws by using systems like Elan [5]. This will serve as the basis for the
mechanised derivation of refactoring rules as well as architectural and design
patterns. Once programming laws and refactoring rules are mechanised, it is
possible to construct an environment to reason about program transformations
with a fully-formal guarantee of semantics preservation.
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